What is NU Student Temps?

NU Student Temps is a new initiative that seeks to fill on-campus temporary employment opportunities with our talented Northeastern students focusing on the international population.

Why use NU Student Temps?

- Receive excellent and ambitious students looking to build their portfolios and establish their ‘brand’
- Receive qualified help - students are placed by NU Student Temps through skills assessments, previous experience and with degree and career aspirations in mind
- NU Student Temps will only charge an additional flat rate service fee of $5 on every hour worked by the student. This is a fraction of the cost of utilizing outside temp agencies

Employer Benefits

- Experience for their degree and future career
- A chance to build their resume and networks
- Cultivate an affinity for the university and life-long learning network
- Earn money to assist with educational expenses

REINVEST Revenue back into the student population and scholarships

Student Benefits

If interested in utilizing our services, please contact us at NUStudentTemps@northeastern.edu